
Buckeye Cleaning Center

Founded on principles of quality, innovation, sustainability, and 
industry expertise, Nilfisk is a global leader in the cleaning equipment 
industry. For more than 100 years, Nilfisk has provided a wide range of 
premium products and solutions to adapt to the everchanging needs of 
consumers. Nilfisk provides lasting value so you can achieve your goals 
while maintaining high standards of cleanliness.

Vacuums

Carpet Extractors

Floor Machines and Burnishers

Specialty Products

Scrubbers

Autonomous Scrubbers

NILFISK EQUIPMENT CATALOG



NILFISK UNIVERSITY MOBILE TRAINER APP
Product training at your fingertips!

• Use and care videos
• Use and care posters
• Product data sheets
• Operator manuals
• Parts manual
• Input service requests
• Send brochures and video 

via text or emaill

Why Use Cleaning Equipment?
A cleaner environment is a safer environment. 
Maintaining high cleanliness standards in any facility is challenging. For hospitals and other healthcare 
facilities especially, there is little room for error. Cleaning equipment is a safe solution that can improve 
the level of cleanliness, increase productivity, and reduce labor costs.

Nilfisk is a proud partner of Buckeye Cleaning Centers. 
Whether you’re cleaning a classroom, hospital room, or sports arena, Buckeye and Nilfisk have 
partnered to provide solutions for any challenge in any facility. This partnership is a one-stop-shop for 
vacuums, carpet extractors, floor scrubbers, robotic floor scrubbers, sweepers, touch-free restroom 
cleaners, and more. 

Both Buckeye and Nilfisk have over 100 years of experience in the maintenance industry and robust 
national service networks that are there when you need them. Their cleaning equipment and chemical 
experts offer complimentary site surveys, recommendations, and demonstrations. With cutting edge 
technology, Buckeye and Nilfisk find sustainable, cost-saving solutions and continue to adapt to the 
changing needs of customers with innovative products and programs.

Why Buckeye Cleaning Centers?

of a floor maintenance budget
is spent on labor? 90%

LABOR

10%
CHEMICAL

DID YOU KNOW THAT 

90% 

Complimentary site surveys, recommendations, and demonstrations by  
our cleaning equipment and chemical experts

The best way to maintain your floors is by implementing an effective floor 
care program using superior products and equipment that provide proven 
labor and cost savings.

Scan the QR code to 
download the Nilfisk 
University Mobile app.



VACUUMS

CarpetMaster® 215 
DUAL MOTOR UPRIGHT VACUUM
403282

• Available in 12”, 15” and 18”  
cleaning paths

• Standard H.E.P.A. filtration

• Accessible tools and quick-draw wand

• Tool free servicing and clog clearing

ReliaVac® 12
SINGLE MOTOR UPRIGHT VACUUM
400143

• Available in 12” and 16” cleaning paths

• Durable steel brush roller

• Replaceable bristle strips and beater  
bars for versatile cleaning

• Lifetime guarantee on the impeller fans

VU500™ 
12-INCH UPRIGHT VACUUM 
407180

• Available in 12” or 15” cleaning paths

• Increased operator efficiency with the 
Advance Radius Turning System

• Auto brush height adjustment adapts to 
any carpet height or hard floor

• Standard H.E.P.A.

• Increased operator efficiency with the 
Advance Radius Turning System 

Comfort Pak™ 
BACKPACK VACUUM WITH TOOL KIT
403222

• 4-stage filtration; H.E.P.A. is  
optional

• Comfortable and lightweight 
with large capacity

• Unique harness design 
reduces operator strain

Summit Pro® 18SQ 
WET AND DRY VACUUM
404644

• 18 gallon tank capacity

• Integrated 24-inch front-
mounted squeegee assembly 
with pedal actuator

• Includes 5-piece tool kit, 
9-foot hose and stainless 
wand with onboard storage

Frequent and thorough cleaning is key, not only as 
part of soft floor maintenance, but to keep facilities 
safe and healthy. Especially for high-traffic areas, such 
as entryways, restorative deep cleaning helps keep 
carpet in top condition and extends its lifespan. Our 
vacuums come with The Carpet and Rug Institute’s 
Seal of Approval.

Scan the QR code  
to watch a short video 
about the VU500.



Viper CEX410 
CARPET EXTRACTOR
407452

• Easy to use and maintain

• Twist-lock spray jets

• Optional 12-inch wand, 3.5-inch hand tool, 
and 15-foot vacuum and solution hoses

EX40™ 16ST
SELF-CONTAINED EXTRACTOR
405350

• Easy One-Touch™ controls

• Ergonomic handle for improved control

• Front mounted drain hose

CARPET EXTRACTOR

Viper WOLF130
SELF-CONTAINED CARPET SPOTTER
407165

• Removable tank for easy empty and refill

• Clear hand tool for better overview of soil/
solution pickup and removal

• Built-in wheels for easy transport  
and storage

In commercial and institutional facilities, deep cleaning is typically 
performed at least annually. It may also be done on an as-needed 
basis, such as after special events that bring in a lot of foot traffic, 
when hard-to-remove stains (e.g., oil, grease, coffee) are present, and 
as part of a cleaning and disinfection process to eliminate pathogens.

Scan the QR code  
to watch a short video  
about the Viper CEX 410.

Works great with  
Eco Carpet Spotter E51

Works great with  
Eco Extraction Cleaner E52!

Works great with  
Eco Extraction Cleaner E52!



FM40™ LX
ORBITAL FLOOR MACHINE
405378

• Perfect for cleaning and screening 
wood floors

• Dust containment kit, solution tank kit, 
various scrub pads and sand screens 
available

• Cleans, buffs, scrubs, strips, and 
surface preps

• Vertical pad perfect for cleaning 
baseboards

CLARKE CFP PRO 20HD
LOW-SPEED FLOOR MACHINE
404656

• All-metal construction

• CSA approved

• 1.5 hp, pad driver included

FLOOR MACHINES AND BURNISHERS

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 

Air Blower AM2400D™

3 SPEED AIR BLOWER FOR FLOORS AND CARPETS
405525

• Three speed settings

• Four angle settings

• Onboard outlet for daisy-
chaining up to 3 units

• Optional trolley kit with wheels 
and retractable handle for 
transportation

Restroom Cleaner TFC 400™

POWERFUL AND VERSATILE 
ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER
403471

• Designed to address most  
facilities greatest cleaning  
challenge restrooms

• Touch-free, all-purpose cleaner

• Small footprint for easy storage

• Compact, maneuverable

• Labor and cost saver

Ultra Speed Pro® 1500
MASTER OF THE WET-LOOK SHINE.
CORD-ELECTRIC BURNISHER 
404657

• All-metal construction

• 1,500 rpm produces wet-look shine

• Easy-to-use, fingertip controls

Floor machines are often considered the work horse of the floor care industry. Floor machines can be 
used to clean, buff, and strip floor finishes. Orbital floor machines provide more aggressive scrubbing 
and easier floor finish removal.

Burnishers operate at a high rpm (1,500-2,000) and are designed to restore a floor’s shine. A burnisher 
uses heat and friction to smooth out imperfections on the surface of a floor or a floor’s finish.

Advolution™ 20 & 20 XP
CORD ELECTRIC BURNISHER
• Gas spring technology regulates 

head pressure for maximum floor 
shine regardless of operator’s 
previous burnisher experience

• Unique scrub deck stores vertically 
to create a small storage footprint 
and ease of pad change out

• Direct drive transmission eliminates 
the need to adjust and replace 
noisy belts and bearings

• Advolution 20 runs at 1,500 rpm. The Advolution 
20XP operates at 2,000 rpms and features a dual 
port dust control system

Works great with  
Marauder and Terminator!



SCRUBBERS

VANTAGE 14
BATTERY OPERATED MICRO SCRUBBER
404252

• Patented rotating scrub 
deck allows for scrubbing 
both forward and 
backward

• Standard onboard charger

• Superior vacuum system 
provides 100% water pick-
up, leave floors dry and 
ready for traffic

• Removable tanks for easy 
dump and refill

• 14" disc scrub path

CA60
COMPACT BATTERY SCRUBBER
407427

• 20" disc and 20" and 24" orbital scrub 
decks available

• Fully accessible recovery tank with 
debris catch cage

• Intuitive control panel display for ease of 
operation

• Available in disc scrub deck and Boost® 
random orbital cleaning technology

SC750™

COMPACT BATTERY SCRUBBER
409263

• Traction drive standard

• Available in 26" and 28" discs, 28" cylindrical 
and 28" REV™ orbital scrub decks Wet or AGM 
Maintenance-free batteries

• Available in cylindrical or 
disc scrub decks

• Available in REV™ dual 
random  
orbital scrubbing 
technology 
 

SC1500™

STAND-ON SCRUBBER
• Less operator fatigue results in greater productivity 

than a walk-behind

• Stand-on design provides better sight lines and 
better maneuverability than walk-behinds

•  Intuitive and easy one-button scrubbing controls

•  20" scrub path, available in disc or REV™ random 
orbital scrubbing technology

Powerful cleaning machines that can be used to efficiently and effectively 
clean floors, replacing traditional mops and buckets. They work to apply 
cleaning solution and aggressively scrub and dry surfaces in one pass. 
Being able to clean with only one pass, as well as the ability to clean more 
square footage per hour, floor scrubbers help to speed up the cleaning 
process significantly. Whether you need a compact walk-behind scrubber 
to clean narrow spaces, such as your hallways or entryways, or you  
need a large ride-on scrubber to clean larger surface areas, such as 
a warehouse or an entire school, we have a machine that will fit the 
application.

Scan the QR code  
to watch a short video  
about the SC750.

Nilfisk scrubbers work great with:  
Eco pH Neutral Cleaner E31/S31
Eco Floor Cleaner Fragrance-Free E32/S32
Eco Floor Cleaner E33



Nilfisk Liberty SC50
AUTONOMOUS SCRUBBER
408636

• Free up operators for value-adding tasks

• Smart obstacle detection and path planning

• Manual operation mode, plus two autonomous  
modes of operation:

• CopyCat™ mode – allows  
you to set a designated  
cleaning path

• Fill-In mode – trace a  
room’s perimeter and  
interior space will be  
cleaned without any  
further assistance

SCRUBBERS cont.

RA40
MICRO RIDER SCRUBBER 
405355

• SmartFlow™ solution control system

• Excellent maneuverability

• Multifunction display with 
One-Touch control panel

AUTONOMOUS SCRUBBERS

AS710R
MEDIUM-SIZE RIDER SCRUBBER
405257

• Perfect for hard floor ares larger  
than 40,000 square feet

• Available in wet, AGM Maintenance -free batteries

• Now available in 
TPPL Maintenance-
free batteries 
with a 3-year, full 
replacement battery 
warranty

Nilfisk Liberty SC60
AUTONOMOUS SCRUBBER
• Driven by BrainOS® - the  

world most adopted  
robotic navigation system

• Connectivity for  
performance and usage  
monitoring

• Smart obstacle detection  
and avoidance system

Call your local Buckeye Cleaning Expert at 
800-323-2825 to schedule your complimentary 
site survey. 

Robotic cleaning solutions offer the ultimate labor-savings in floor 
cleaning technology. Fully autonomous and designed for consistent 
results with minimal oversight. This high level of operational safety 
allows staff to focus on tasks that benefit the most from valuable human 
effort, and provides the means for unmatched productivity in any large-
scale cleaning operation. Autonomous floor scrubbers act as another 
member of your cleaning team, and are certified to robotic safety 
standards so they are safe for use in populated areas like supermarkets, 
hospitals and healthcare facilities, schools and universities, retail malls, 
airports and office buildings.

Scan the QR code  
to watch a short video  
about about Nilfisk 
autonomous scrubbers.
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